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The gauge-mediated SUSY-breaking~GMSB! model needs entropy production at a relatively low tempera-
ture in the thermal history of the Universe for the unwanted relics to be diluted. This requires a mechanism for
the baryogenesis after the entropy production, and the Affleck and Dine~AD! mechanism is a promising
candidate for it. The AD baryogenesis in the GMSB model predicts the existence of the baryonicQ ball, that
is, theB ball, and this may work as the dark matter in the Universe. In this article, we discuss the stability of
theB ball in the presence of baryon-number-violating interactions. We find that the evaporation rate increases
monotonically with theB-ball charge because the large field value inside theB ball enhances the effect of the
baryon-number-violating operators. While there are some difficulties in evaluating the evaporation rate of the
B ball, we derive the evaporation time~lifetime! of theB ball for the mass-to-charge ratiov0*100 MeV. The
lifetime of theB ball and the distortion of the cosmic ray positron flux and the cosmic background radiation
from theB ball evaporation give constraints on the baryon number of theB ball and the interaction, if theB ball
is the dark matter. We also discuss some unresolved properties of theB ball.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The gauge-mediated supersymmetry-~SUSY!-breaking
~GMSB! model @1# is one of the complete models to solv
the flavor changing neutral current~FCNC! problem in the
SUSY extension of the standard model~SM!. In a typical
GMSB model@2#, the dynamical SUSY-breaking scale is
the order of 107 GeV, so that the SUSY-breaking masses
the order of the weak scale (m) are generated in the SUS
SM. This predicts a gravitino with a massm3/25100 keV,
which is beyond the closure limit of the Universe,m3/2
,2h2 keV @3#. It is very unlikely that such a small gravitin
mass can be generated in the GMSB model, while there i
exceptional extension for it@4#. Also, the string moduli may
supply another problem in cosmology, since it is expected
have a mass of the order ofm3/2.

This implies that there must be a substantial entropy p
duction in such a way that they can be diluted in the therm
history of the Universe, we therefore have to consider a p
sible mechanism of baryogenesis at a relatively low temp
ture. A promising candidate for it is the Affleck and Din
~AD! mechanism@5,6#. One of the important predictions o
the AD baryogenesis in the GMSB model is the existence
a stable Q ball@7#. It can be a candidate for the dark matt
~DM! in the Universe.

TheQ ball, a nontopological soliton, is a coherent state
a complex scalar field@8#. The existence and the stabilit
come from a global U~1! quantum number. In the SUSY SM
the Q ball is composed of squarks and/or sleptons w
baryon (B) or lepton (L) numbers@9#. In the GMSB model,
the flat directionsf composed of the squarks and/or slepto
0556-2821/2001/64~2!/023511~11!/$20.00 64 0235
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are lifted up by at most a logarithmic potential for the lar
field value due to the SUSY breaking@6#. This leads to the
existence of the stableQ ball. The mass of the Q ball origi
nated from the flat direction is proportional tomQ3/4, not to
mQ, because of the logarithmic potential. Here,m is the
mass scale of a logarithmic potential (m.103–105 GeV).
Therefore, the baryonicQ ball, the B ball, may be stable
against the decay into nucleons if the baryon number is
ficiently large (Q*1012), since the mass-to-charge ratiov0
can become less than 1 GeV.

The AD baryogenesis, which is the natural candidate
baryogenesis in the GMSB model, as mentioned above,
generate such largeB balls. In the final stage of the AD
baryogenesis, the coherent state of the AD scalar field, wh
consists of the flat directionf, becomes unstable and inst
bilities develop. TheQ ball is formed as a result of the fluc
tuation glowing. This behavior of the AD field has been ju
tified by numerical simulations@10#, and the largestQ ball
charge is proportional to the initial field value of the A
field. Then, theB ball dark matter is an important predictio
in the GMSB model, assuming the AD baryogenesis.

The B ball DM search has already given a constraint
this scenario. Since theB ball with larger baryon numbe
becomes stabler, theB ball absorbs nucleons and emits a
energy of about 1 GeV per a nucleon when theB ball col-
lides with nucleons. This process is known as the Kosen
Kuzmin-Shoposhnilov-Tinyakov~KKST! process, and it is
similar to the monopole-catalyzed proton decay@11#. From
the BAKSAN, Gyrlyanda, and Kamiokande experimental
sults, the constraint on theB ball charge is derived assumin
that theB ball is the DM, and it should be larger than 1024
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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for m,1 TeV @12#. This KKST process is suppressed b
the Coulomb repulsion if theB ball has positive electric
charge. TheB ball has an electron cloud around it and b
haves as a heavy atom. The interaction with matter is sim
to the case of nuclearites and theB ball charge should be
larger than 1022230, depending on the electric charge@12#.

These bounds are loosened if the supergravity contr
tion to the flat direction potential is included@13#. For a large
B ball charge, the field value inside theB ball becomes large
and the supergravity contribution to the flat direction pote
tial is not negligible. In this case, for a largerB ball, its
radius RQ does not increase and becomes a const
;10/m3/2. The geometrical cross sectionpRQ

2 is smaller
than when the supergravity contribution is not included.

In this article we derive another constraint on theB ball
DM scenario. The baryon number may not be an exact s
metry in nature, and high-energy physics may violate
baryon-number conservation, such as in the grand uni
theories~GUTs!. In fact, the AD baryogenesis needs theB
2L)-violating operators, which kickf to start the rotation
and to generate the baryon number. While the interac
with only lepton-number violation can work for the AD
baryogenesis, the baryon-number-violating operators
needed to generate for theB ball to be generated in the AD
mechanism. In this article, assuming the existence of
baryon-number-violating higher-dimensional operators,
evaluate the lifetime~the evaporation rate! of theB ball. The
higher-dimensional operators, includingf, enhance the
evaporation rate by the large field value inside theB ball.
Especially, for a largerB ball, the field value becomes large
and the evaporation rate is significantly enhanced. As a
sult, theB ball does not necessarily keep the baryon num
beyond the age of the Universe.

The final state in the evaporation of theB ball by the
baryon-number-violating operators depends on the quan
numbers of theB ball, the symmetries of the operators, a
v0. If the operator violates (B1L), but not (B2L), and the
B ball does not have lepton numbers at all, the final states
(e1,p2), (n̄,p0), and so on forv0*100 MeV. If v0
&100 MeV, the final state consists of only lepton and an
leptons. Photons may be included there. Without the kno
edge about the surface dynamics on theB ball, one cannot
estimate the evaporation rate in the casev0&100 MeV.
Since the pion emission from theB ball is not allowed kine-
matically, quarks emitted by the baryon-number-violati
operators are bounded to the surface or inside of theB ball
for a while, and they decay or annihilate to the lighter p
ticles. In this article, we restrict ourselves to evaluating
evaporation rate in the casev0*100 MeV; we discuss wha
may happen forv0&100 MeV.

If e1 is in the final state, the energy is of the order ofv0
and almost monochromatic. This may change the cosmic
positron flux. The existing positron flux measurements
above about 100 MeV, which works for our case ofv0
*100 MeV. Also, whenp0 is in the final state, it may dis
tort the cosmic background radiation. We find that both o
servations give more stringent constraints on the evapora
rate of theB ball than a comparison with the age of th
02351
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Universe, assuming that theB ball is the DM.
We organize this article as follows. In the next section,

introduce theQ ball following Coleman’s argument, and re
view the profile and the quantum numbers of theB ball origi-
nated from the flat directions of the squarks and/or slept
in the GMSB model. Also, we show the profile of theQ ball
configuration after including the supergravity contribution
the scalar potential. In Sec. III, the final state of theB ball
evaporation by the baryon-number-violating operators is d
cussed there for bothv0*100 MeV andv0&100 MeV. In
Sec. IV, the evaporation rate of theB ball is presented for
v0*100 MeV and it is compared with the age of the Un
verse. In Sec. V, we evaluate the fluxes of thee1 and g
emitted from the evaporation of theB ball, and give con-
straints on the evaporation rate from the observations. S
tion VI is devoted to conclusions and discussion.

II. PROPERTIES OF THE B BALL IN THE GMSB MODEL

In this section we review theQ ball in order to fix our
convention, and summarize the properties and the profile
theB ball in the GMSB model. As Coleman pointed out@8#,
some scalar potential with a UQ(1) symmetry predicts theQ
ball to be a non-topological soliton. The Lagrangian of t
scalar field with theUQ(1) chargeq is

L5u]mfu22V~f!. ~1!

This system has two conserved quantities, the chargeQ and
the energyE,

Q5 i E d3xq„f!~] tf!2~] tf
!!f…, ~2!

E5E d3x„u] tfu21u] ifu21V~f!…. ~3!

In this system, the non-trivial lowest-energy state withQ
fixed, that is theQ ball, is derived by minimizing

Ev5E1v HQ2 i E d3xq„f!~] tf!2~] tf
!!f…J . ~4!

Here,v is the Lagrange multiplier. The time dependence
f of the Q ball configuration is determined as

f~x!5f̃~x!e2 iqvt, ~5!

andEv is reduced to be

Ev5E d3x„~] if̃ !21Vv~f̃!…1vQ, ~6!

whereVv(f̃)5V(f̃)2q2v2f̃2. Then, the procedure to de
rive the Q ball configuration is by deriving a solution off̃
for the equation of motion

] r
2f̃1

2

r
] rf̃2

1

2

]Vv~f̃!

]f̃
50, ~7!
1-2
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FATE OF THEB BALL PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 023511
with the boundary condition] rf̃(0)5f̃(`)50, and mini-
mizing Ev for v.

We now discuss the properties and the profiles of thB
ball in the GMSB model. The largeB ball originates from
the flat directionf consisting of squarks and/or sleptons
the GMSB model. A typical example of the renormalizableF
andD flat directions is given as

ū2
a5

1

A3
fd1

a , d̄1
a5

1

A3
fd2

a , d̄2
a5

1

A3
fd3

a . ~8!

Here,ū andd̄ are singlet quarks, the upper and lower indic
for color and generation, respectively. The coefficients in
right-hand sides of Eqs.~8!, 1/A3, are for the canonical nor
malization off. The renormalizableF andD flat directions
in the SUSY SM are summarized in Ref.@14#. Here, we
present only the flat directions with the baryon numbers
Table I. Here,Q and L stand for the doublet quarks an
leptons, andē for singlet leptons. We suppressed the gau
and generation indices. The charge for theB ball composed
of the flat direction follows the charge of this direction. Th
is important for determining the final states in the evapo
tion of theB ball.

Which type of theB ball listed in Table I is the DM in the
Universe as the result of the AD mechanism? For a fix
baryon numberQ, the stableB ball should be only the light-
est among those of the above flat directions. Even if the
mechanism creates heavierB balls with the same baryon
numberQ as the lightest one, they change their lepton nu
bers by emitting neutrinos and/or anti-neutrinos, and tra
tion to the lightest one. However, the transition rate sho
be suppressed, and the transition time might be longer
the age of the Universe. This is because the potential ba
between the two states is very high due to the large fi
values. Therefore, we will not calculate the transition rate
the lightest state; however, we will discuss the evapora
of the B ball generically.

Next, we show the profiles of theB ball in the GMSB
model. In that model the flat direction has a logarithmic p

TABLE I. The renormalizableF and D flat directions in the
SUSY SM with the baryon numbers.Q andL stand for the doublet

quarks and leptons, andū, d̄, andē for singlet quarks and leptons

fn B L

ūd̄d̄ 21 0

QQQL 1 1

ūūd̄ē 21 21

QQQQū 1 0

d̄d̄d̄LL 21 2

ūūūēē 21 22

ūūd̄d̄d̄d̄ 22 0

QQQQd̄LL 1 2

QQQLLLē 1 2

ūūūd̄d̄d̄ē 22 21
02351
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tential due to the radiative correction from the messen
sector@6#. This implies that a largerB ball with a larger field
value is energetically favored for the unit charge, whi
leads to a stableB ball. In this article the scalar potential o
the flat directionf in the GMSB model is simplified as

VGMSB5
~mM!2

2 S logS 11
ufu2

M2 D D 2

. ~9!

Here, m is the SUSY breaking scale in the SUSY SM@m
;O(10223) GeV#, andM is for the messenger quark ma
in the GMSB model. In a typical model, the messenger qu
mass is of the order of 105 GeV. While this double-log po-
tential realizes the behavior of the exact potential forf
@M , derived in Ref.@6#, it has a wrong behavior forf
!M . However, theQ ball properties are determined by th
behavior of the potential forf@M , and this potential thus
works for our purposes.1 The profile of the largeB ball de-
rived by this potential is well approximated to be

f̃5f̃0

sin~qvr !

qvr
, ~10!

for r ,RQ([p/qv), andf̃50, for r>RQ . The parameters
in Eq. ~10! and theB ball mass determined from this profil
are given by theB ball chargeQ as

qv5~2ph0!1/2~mM!1/2~Q/q!21/4,

f̃05S h0

2p D 1/2

~mM!1/2~Q/q!1/4,

RQ5S p

2h0
D 1/2

~mM!21/2~Q/q!1/4,

mQ5
4

3
~2ph0!1/2~mM!1/2~Q/q!3/4. ~11!

In the following the flat directions are defined so thatq, v
andv0 are positive. The parameterh0 is fitted as

h0.4.8log
m

qv
17.4 ~12!

from the numerical calculation. Forr *RQ , where f̃
&mM/qv, the above approximated solution is not vali
However, such a region does not contribute dominantly
the properties of theB ball. In the following we call theB
ball given by Eqs.~10! and ~11! as the GMSBB ball.

From Eqs. ~11!, the energy per unit charg
v0([mQ /Q) is

1In Ref. @7# they adopt a single-log potential and takeM5m in
the potential so that the behavior of the potential forf!M is real-
ized. We find that the field value inside theQ ball in our potential
with M5m is a few time larger than that in the single-log potent
for a fixedQ.
1-3
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v05
4

3
v. ~13!

The physical meaning ofv is the energy for increasing o
decreasing theB ball charge by the unit charge, since (mQ
2mQ21)5v.

The field valuef̃0 is proportional toQ1/4, as in Eq. ~11!,
and for largerQ the supergravity contribution to the scal
potential may be important@13#. The scalar potential from
the supergravity contribution is

VSUGRA5m3/2
2 ufu2S 11K log

ufu2

MG
2 D , ~14!

where m3/2 is the gravitino mass andMG is the reduced
Planck mass. Here we assume the minimal supergravity
simplicity, and this potential becomes dominant whenf is
larger thanmM/m3/2. The second term in the bracket of th
right-hand side comes from one-loop correction. If it com
from the gauge interaction,K is negative andO(1022). The
existence of theQ ball solution requires negativeK @15#. In a
limit where V GMSB is negligible, theQ ball configuration is
exactly given by a Gaussian form:

f̃5f̃0e2r 2/2RQ
2
. ~15!

This solution leads to

qv5m3/2,

f̃05~2p3/2!21/2uKu3/4m3/2~Q/q!1/2,

RQ5uKu21/2m3/2
21 ,

mQ5m3/2~Q/q!, ~16!

up to O(K) @15#, and then

v05v. ~17!

We refer to theB ball given by Eqs.~15! and ~16! as the
supergravityB ball.

In Fig. 1 we show the mass-to-charge ratio of theB ball,
v0, as a function ofQ. The solid line is for theB ball that
comes from the flat-direction potential of the GMSB mod
~the GMSBB ball!. The dashed lines are for those from t
supergravity potential~the supergravityB ball!. Here, we
take m51 TeV, M5102 TeV, andq51/3, assuming tha
theB ball comes fromūd̄d̄. If taking largerm or M, the solid
line is shifted to the upper side. For smallerq, both the solid
and dashed lines go up. In the regionv0.1 GeV, theB ball
is unstable and decays into nucleons. While the result of
direct search for theB ball DM depends on the electri
charge, the region forQ&1022 is excluded for any electric
charge@12#.

Before finishing this section, we comment on the elec
charge of theB ball. This should be below the maxima
electric charge@16# and negligible with respect to the baryo
number. However, there is no symmetry to forbid theB ball
02351
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to have an electric charge. For example, in a flat direction
Eq. ~8!, zero electric charge means that the field values
ū1 , d̄1, andd̄2 are equal to each other. However, this equ
ity might be violated by SUSY breaking and theB ball may
have a non-zero electric charge. In order to determine it,
also need to know the details of the scalar potential.

III. EVAPORATION OF THE B BALL BY THE BARYON-
NUMBER-VIOLATING OPERATORS

In the next section we will evaluate the evaporation r
of theB ball by the baryon-number-violating operators, usi
a technique described by Cohenet al. @17#. However, this
technique is not applicable to cases including scattering,
nihilation, or decays of the fermions bounded inside theQ
ball. The energy release in the evaporation per unit charg
v. This means that we cannot evaluate the evaporation
for v&100 MeV, where no mesons can be emitted from
B ball. Here, we discuss what may happen for both cas
v*100 MeV andv&100 MeV, while we will evaluate the
evaporation rate only forv*100 MeV in the next section.

We assume the SUSY SM with theR parity conservation.
Then the baryon-number-violating operators are given bF
terms of the effective operator with dimension larger than
or D terms with dimension larger than 6. The lowest baryo
number-violating operators in theF terms are given as

L5
1

M5
QiQjQkLlUu21

1

M58
ūi ēj ūkd̄lU

u2

1H.c., ~18!

where i , j ,k,l are for the generations (iÞk). These interac-
tions change the charges of theB ball by D(B2L)50 and
D(B1L)522.

FIG. 1. The mass-to-charge ratio of theB ball in the GMSB
model. The horizontal axis is for the baryon number. The solid l
is for theB ball, which comes from the flat-direction potential of th
GMSB model. The dashed lines are for those from the supergra
contribution to the potential (m3/251021, 1022, and 1023 GeV).
Here, we take the SUSY breaking scale in the SUSY SMm
51 TeV and the messenger scaleM5102 TeV. In the region
above 1 GeV theB ball is unstable. The region forQ,1022 is
excluded by the direct search for theB ball dark matter.
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Let us discuss typical examples. First, we assume tha
B ball is composed of the flat direction in Eq.~8!, ū2d̄1d̄2.
Inserting Eq. ~8! in the above operators, we get th
interaction2

1

3M58
f!2ū1ē1 . ~19!

Then, the final state is (p2e1) for one baryon number. Here
d1 in the pion is supplied by the surface of theB ball. The
production (p2e1) is allowed from the kinematics ifv
*210 MeV, since the typical momentum for each parton
; 1

3 v. ~This will be shown in the next section.!
Here, notice there are other interactions, such as

1

3M58
f!2ū3ē3 . ~20!

Because of kinematics, the primary fermions in this inter
tion, ū3 and e3

1 , cannot be emitted from theB ball. The
primary fermions may be bounded on the surface or insid
theB ball for a while, and decay or annihilate into the light
states. In fact,u3 ande3 behave as a massless particle ins
the Q ball if the above operator~20! is negligible. In the
conventional SUSY-GUT, the baryon-number-violatin
dimension-5 operators are proportional to the ferm
masses@18#; this process may then be enhanced and do
nate over the others. If this process dominates, the final s
and the spectrum may be different from the one mentio
above. We need a technique to calculate the transition ra
the primary quark, bounded in theB ball, to lighter states in
order to derive the evaporation rate of theB ball. Keeping
this possibility in mind, we will continue our discussion.

If v&210 MeV, all quarks are bounded inside or on t
surface of theB ball. This situation is also similar to the cas
mentioned above, and we cannot evaluate the evapora
rate. The final states are expected to be (e1, e2, n, n̄, n̄) or
(g ’s, n, n̄, n̄).

Next, if the B ball is composed of the flat directio
ū1ē1ū2d̄1, the final states are (p0, e1, e2) or (2p0) for v

*280 MeV. On the other hand, (p0, n̄, n) is also included
in the final states for theB ball composed ofQ1Q1Q2L1.
The typical momentum of each fermion isv/4 ~the momen-
tum of the pion is double of this!. These arguments are ap
plicable to the otherB balls. The exceptions are cases whe
the B ball consists of

ūūūd̄d̄d̄ē, ūūd̄d̄d̄d̄. ~21!

In these cases, the dimension-5 operators are not effec
since the interaction withDB562 is needed, and the
dimension-7 operators withDB52 may work well,

2Notice that we define that the charge off is positive.
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L5
1

M7
3
ūi ū j d̄kd̄1d̄2d̄3 , ~22!

where iÞ j . The final states are (2p0, e2), (p1, p2, e2)
for the former in Eq.~21!, and (2p0), (p1, p2) for the
latter if the kinematics allows the processes.

Finally, we comment on the baryon-number-violating o
erators in theD terms. The lowest ones are

L5
1

M6
2
d̄†ū†QLU

u2ū2

1
1

M68
2
ū†ē†QQU

u2ū2

. ~23!

Since the relevant terms in theD-term operators have a de
rivative of the scalar, the evaporation rate is suppressed
v/M6, with respect to theF-term operators.

IV. EVAPORATION RATE OF THE B BALL

In this section we present the evaporation rate of theB
ball obtained by the baryon-number-violating operators. T
technique to calculate it was developed by Cohenet al. @17#.
They evaluate the evaporation rate of theL ball to neutrinos
by the lepton-number-conserving interaction. The evapo
tion process to neutrinos is equivalent to the neutrino p
production on theL ball background. They construct a qua
tum field theory preserving a symmetry on theL ball back-
ground, a simultaneous time translation andL phase rotation,
and derive the evaporation rate through the Bogoliub
transformation between the creation and annihilation ope
tors in the asymptotic fields of neutrino att→6`. The result
is given by the transition amplitude to the outgoing an
neutrino from the incoming neutrino.

We generalize their result and apply it to theB ball evapo-
ration. In our case the interactions to create the fermion p
are baryon-number-violating. However, we may use the f
mula as the zeroth order of the Yukawa coupling consta
Also, if the interactions are the dimension-5 operators, th
preserve (B2L). Then, when theB ball is composed ofūd̄d̄,
we can use their result by regarding theB ball as the (B
2L) ball. In this section, we first show the properties of t
Q ball evaporation process. After that, we present the eva
ration rate of theB ball and compare it with the age of th
Universe.

Since the generalization of the technique developed
Cohen is straight-forward, we summarize the result with
repeating their calculation here.3 The Yukawa interaction
contributing to the evaporation is

L5fc1c2 ~24!

wheref is replaced by theQ ball background. The globa
UQ(1) charge for the scalarf is 1, while those for fermions
c1 and c2, are p and (2p21), respectively. This UQ(1)

3Equation~3.4! in Ref. @17# has a typo. The second term in th
bracket has the wrong signs.
1-5
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symmetry stabilizes of theQ ball. When adopting the thin
wall approximation for theQ ball background,f is taken as

f5H v e2 ivt ~r<RQ!,

0 ~r .RQ!.
~25!

In this set-up, the evaporation rate of theQ ball is given to be
he

-

t
d
e

02351
dQ

dt
5 (

j 51/2

` E
0

v dk

4p
~2 j 11!uT~k, j !u2, ~26!

wherek and j are the energy and the total orbit momentu
for the fermion. The explicit form of the transition amplitud
T(k, j ) is given to be
T~k, j !215
w02k

vk

~h11
(1) j 222h21

(1) j 12!~h12
(2) j 212h22

(2) j 11!w28

~h11
(1) h21

(2) 2h21
(1) h11

(2) !~ j 21 j 122 j 22 j 11!

2
w02k

vk

~h11
(1) j 212h21

(1) j 11!~h12
(2) j 222h22

(2) j 12!w18

~h11
(1) h21

(2) 2h21
(1) h11

(2) !~ j 21 j 122 j 22 j 11!
. ~27!
he
ux

tra-

f a

f
s

he
The transition amplitude is calculated assuming thatc1 and
c2 are massless. Here,

h61
( i ) 5hj 61/2

( i ) ~kRQ! ~ i 51,2!,

h62
( i ) 5hj 61/2

( i )
„~v2k!RQ… ~ i 51,2!,

j 615 j j 61/2~k1RQ!,

j 625 j j 61/2~k2RQ!,

w68 5k1k62v, ~28!

with k65v/26A(k2v/2)22v2. The functions,hj
( i )(x) ( i

51,2) andj j (x), are the Hankel and Bessel functions. T
amplitudeT(k, j ) has the following properties:

~ i! T~0,j !5T~v, j !50,

~ ii ! T~k, j !5T~v2k, j !,

~ iii ! T~k, j ! is independent of the fermion chargep.

Also, if RQ is not so large with respect tov21, the contri-
butions from the higherj modes dump quickly, and the nu
merical calculation is not so difficult.4

In Fig. 2 we show the evaporation rate of theQ ball,
dQ/dt, for RQv51 and 10 as a function ofv/v. Here, the
evaporation rate is normalized by the maximum value,

S dQ

dt D
max

5
v3RQ

2

48p
. ~29!

The qualitative behavior of the evaporation rate is easy
understand. Whenv/v.1, the fermion pairs are produce
only on the surface of theQ ball, since the production insid

4In Ref. @19# the evaporation rate of theQ ball with finite RQ is
calculated.
o

the Q ball is suppressed by the Pauli blocking. Then, t
evaporation rate is bounded by the maximum outgoing fl
of the fermion pair with the total energyv, and the maxi-
mum evaporation rate is derived as in Eq.~29! @17#.

On the other hand, ifv/v,1, the fermion pair production
from the outer shell of theQ ball, whose width is;1/v,
contributes to the evaporation. This is because the pene
tion length of the fermion inside theQ ball, ;1/v, is larger
than 1/v. Roughly speaking, regarding the decay rate o
quantum with unit chargev, the evaporation rate is;v
3(vv2)3(RQ

2 /v)5vv2RQ
2 , and it is suppressed byv/v

compared with (dQ/dt)Max . Here,vv2 is the charge density
inside theQ ball. This can be proved explicitly in the limit o
a largeRQ @17#. In this limit, the evaporation rate become

dQ

dt
5

v2vRQ
2

16
. ~30!

FIG. 2. TheQ ball evaporation rate forRQv51 and 10 as a
function of v/v. Here, the evaporation rate is normalized by t
maximum value (dQ/dt)max. @See Eq.~29! for the definition.#In
this calculation we adopt the thin-wall approximation as in Eq.~25!.

18 
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This behavior is not valid for 1/v*RQ . In this case, the
whole region inside theQ ball contributes to the evaporation
and then the evaporation rate behaves as;v2v2RQ

3 in Fig. 2.
The above qualitative behavior can be seen in the ene

spectrum of the fermion in the evaporation. In Fig. 3 w
show the fermion energy spectrum forv/v510, 1021,
1023, 1025, in the casesRQv51 and 10. The spectra fo
v/v510 are almost independent ofRQv. On the other hand
the spectrum has a peak aroundv/2, and it becomes steepe
for smallerv and largerRQ .

Now we have prepared for calculating the evaporat
rate of theB ball. Here, we use the parametrizations given
Eqs.~11! and ~16! for the thin-wall approximation. This ap
proximation may make anO(1) error for the evaluation o
the evaporation rate.

In order to make our discussion clear, we assume that

B ball is composed of the flat directionū2d̄1d̄2 @Eq. ~8!#, and
that evaporates into (p2e1) by the interaction in Eq.~19!. In
this case, thef, which is canonically normalized, has th
baryon numberq51/3, and Eq.~19! becomes

FIG. 3. The energy spectrum of the fermion in the evaporat
whenRQv51 and 10. Here we takev/v510, 1021, 1023, 1025.
In this calculation we adopt the thin-wall approximation as in E
~25!.
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L5
f̃2

3M58
ei (2/3)vtū1ē1 ~31!

inside theB ball. We can apply the above formula by inse
ing

v5
f̃2

3M58
~32!

and rescalingv due to the charge definition. As mentioned
the last section,e1

1 andū1 in the final state share 2v/3 from
this interaction. Thed1 in p2 is supplied from the surface
sinced1 is heavy with the gaugino inside theB ball. Thed1
shares 2v/3 with the otherd1 in the final state. The time
scale of thed1 emission is of the order of 3v21/2, and the
effect on the evaporation rate is negligible.5 Here we have to
note thatp2 is a pseudoscalar, and a chirality flip is requir
to create ap2 from d1 andū1. The associated suppressionF
may be of the order of (mq / f p)2;1023, where f p is the
pion decay constant, because it comes from the pion cur
interactionJm]mp/ f p . In this article we do not attempt to
estimate this suppression factor precisely. We takeF51
when we present our numerical result.

In Fig. 4 we show the evaporation time (dQ/Qdt)21 of
the B ball composed ofū2d̄1d̄2. The two solid lines are for
the cases theB ball originates from the GMSB or supergrav
ity scalar potentials. Here, for the supergravityB ball, we fix
m3/25300 MeV anduKu21/2510 and use Eq.~16! for f,
RQ , andv. Also, for the GMSBB ball, we use Eq.~11! with

5The emission ofd1 is similar to the case ofv/v.1 in Fig. 2; the
emission rate is understood from the analogy.

n

.

FIG. 4. The evaporation time (dQ/Qdt)21 of the B ball com-

posed ofū2d̄1d̄2. The two solid lines are for the cases theB ball
originates from the GMSB or supergravity scalar potentials. W
take m51 TeV andM5102 TeV for the GMSBB ball line and
m3/25300 MeV for the supergravityB ball line. For the other pa-
rameters for theB ball configuration, see the text. We plot the line
for v.210 MeV. The suppression factor of the dimension-5 o
eratorM58 is taken to be 1030 GeV.
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m51 TeV and M5102 TeV. We plot the line of the
GMSB B ball for v.210 MeV. The suppression factor o
the dimension-5 operatorM58 is taken to be 1030 GeV, which
is completely beyond the constraint from the negative sea
in proton decay@20#.

In this figure, the evaporation time of the supergravityB
ball decreases asQ increases forQ&1034. This is becausev
is much smaller thanv andRQ

21 , andv is proportional toQ.
On the other hand, whenQ*1034, the evaporation time in-
creases since (dQ/dt) is independent ofv for v/v.1. If the
evaporation time is less than the age of the Universet0
.1010 yr), the B ball cannot survive to this day. In thi
figure we takem3/25300 MeV. For smallerm3/2, beyond
the validity of our calculation, if the qualitative nature do
not change drastically, (dQ/Qdt)21 may become larger by
1/m3/2

3 when Q&1033(m3/2/1 GeV)21 and 1/m3/2 when Q
*1033(m3/2/1 GeV)21. The evaporation time of the GMSB
B ball in this figure is proportional toQ21/4. This is because
v!v andv is proportional toQ1/2, notQ as the supergravity
B ball.

In Fig. 5 we show the evaporation time of theB ball
composed ofū2d̄1d̄2 as a function ofQ and M58 , in a case
where theB ball originates from the supergravity scalar p
tential, with m3/25300 MeV and uKu21/2510. The thin
lines are for (dQ/Qdt)215100, 1020, 1040 yrs. The bold
lines are for the age of the Universe (1010 yr) and the big-
bang nucleosynthesis time~1 s!. For Q*1038240, f̃0 is
larger than the Planck mass, and the region may be d
vored from the theoretical point of view. The region forQ
&1023 is an unphysical region, since theB ball should be an
unstable GMSBB ball from Fig. 1. This means thatM58
should be larger than 1028 GeV at least so that theB ball
behaves as the DM of the Universe whenm3/25300 MeV.

If the B ball evaporates before the time of the big-ba
nucleosynthesis, it has no effect on the cosmology, exc
for the dilution of the baryon number of the Universe. On t
other hand, if theB ball evaporation occurs after the nucle
synthesis and the abundance is not negligible, the energ

FIG. 5. The evaporation time (dQ/Qdt)21 of the B ball com-

posed ofū2d̄1d̄2 as a function ofQ andM58 , in the case where the
B ball originates from the supergravity scalar potential withm3/2

5300 MeV anduKu21/2510. The thin lines are for (dQ/Qdt)21

5100, 1020, 1040 yrs, and the bold lines are for (dQ/Qdt)21

51010 yr and 1 s.
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particles in the final state may destroy the success of
big-bang nucleosynthesis. Also, the entropy production m
change the expansion rate of the Universe. In this article,
do not discuss the AD baryogenesis in detail; however,
evaporation of theB ball by the baryon-number-violating
operators may give a constraint in the AD baryogenesis
the GMSB model, which predicts aB ball with largeQ.

Finally, we comment on the otherB balls. If theB ball is
composed ofū1d̄1d̄2, the fermionsū1 , d̄1, and d̄2 are mas-
sive inside theB ball, and this might be in conflict with the
assumption in the above formula, Eq.~27!. However, the
fermion associated with the flat direction, which is a line
combination ofū1 , d̄1 and d̄2, is still massless on the fla
direction condensation, and the above formula is thus
applicable.

V. CONSTRAINT FROM OBSERVATION
OF THE COSMIC RAYS

Even if some relic particle has a lifetime longer than t
age of the Universe, the decay products may distort
cosmic-ray background. This leads to a constraint on
decaying DM. In fact, the relic axion@21# and the relic
Kaluza-Klein graviton@22# are constrained from the cosm
diffused gamma ray. In this section we derive constraints
the B ball evaporation rate from the cosmic diffused gamm
background and the cosmic ray position flux.

First, we start from the position flux induced by theB ball
evaporation. The positrons in the evaporation of theB ball
have an almost monochromatic energy spectrum if the p
tron is the primary fermion in the evaporation process an
RQv*1 andv/v!1, as discussed in the previous sectio
However, the positrons are diffused by the galactic magn
field and lose their energy through the inverse Compton
the synchrotron processes, by the starlight and the cos
microwave background. In this article, we consider the st
dard diffusion model for the propagation of positrons in t
galaxy, which was summarized in Ref.@23#. In that article,
the positron flux from the neutralino annihilation in the Ha
was calculated, assuming that the neutralino is the DM in
Universe.

In their formulas, the diffusion zone of the positron in o
galaxy is a slab of the thickness 2L.6 kpc, and the positron
density becomes zero outside that region, since the posit
escape freely there. The standard diffusion-loss equation
the positron density spectrum (dne1 /dE) is

]

]t

dne1

de
5¹W •FK~e,x!¹W

dne1

de G1
]

]e Fb~e,x!
dne1

de G1
dne1

(0)

dtde
,

~33!

where e5E/(1 GeV). Here,K(e,x) is the diffusion con-
stant,b(e,x) the positron energy loss rate, and (dne1

(0)/dtde)
the source term.

In the diffusion zone the diffusion constantK(e) is

K~e!5K0~C1ea!.331027~30.61e0.6! cm2 s21

~34!
1-8
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for E&3 GeV, and the positron energy loss rateb(e) is

b~e!5
1

tE
e2.10216e2 s21. ~35!

By deriving the stable solution for the diffusion-loss equ
tion in the above environment, the positron spectrum or
nated from the DM is given as

dne1

de
5e22E

e

`

de8
dne1

(0)
~e8!

dtde8
tD~e,e8!. ~36!

Here, the energy-dependent diffusion timetD(e,e8) is

tD~e,e8!5
1

4K0Dv (
n52`

1`

(
6

ErfS ~2 !nL62nL7z

A4K0tEDv
D

3E
0

`

dr8r 8 f ~r 8! Ĩ 0S 2rr 8

4K0tEDv D
3e2(r 2r 8)2/4K0tEDv ~37!

wherer andz are cylindric coordinates for the position of th
solar system in our galaxy (r 58.5 kpc andz50). The func-
tion Ĩ 0(x) is I 0(x)e2x with I 0(x) the modified Bessel func
tion, and Erf(x) is the error function. We neglect the energ
dependent part of the diffusion constant, and

Dv[CS 1

e
2

1

e8
D . ~38!

The functionf (r ) is

f ~r ![E
2L

L

dz5gDM
m ~Ar 21z2!, ~39!

with gDM(r sph) (r sph
2 5r 21z2) the DM density profile. The

exponentm is 1 for the decay process of the DM, and 2 f
the annihilation process. In this article, we use the isother
distribution for the DM density profiles,

gDM~r sph!5
a2

r sph
2 1a2

, ~40!

with a55 kpc. TheN-body simulation suggests the cus
density profile at the center of the Galaxy@24#, and it may
not be consistent with the isothermal distribution. Howev
the decay process is not sensitive to the density profile,
we thus use the isothermal distribution for the DM here.

If the positron flux comes from the evaporation of theB
ball by the baryon-number-violating dimension-5 operato
the source term (dne1

(0)/dtdE) is

dne1
(0)

dtdE
5n0

dQ

dt
d~E2qv!. ~41!

Here, we simplify the spectrum of the positron as a mo
chromatic one. This is justified forRQv.1 andv!v giving

---
02351
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a long evaporation time, as shown in Fig. 3. We take
number density of the B ball n0 as Qv0n0

50.3 GeV cm23. The diffusion and the energy reductio
in the propagation makes a tail belowqv in the positron
spectrum. In Fig. 6 we show the primary positron flux spe
trum (dFe1

(p)/dE), which is given as (dFe1
(p)/dE)

[(c/4p)(dne1 /dE), assuming qv5300 MeV, q51/3,
and (dQ/Qdt)2151018 yr. Also, we takev05v as for the
supergravityB ball. If v054v/3 as for the GMSBB ball, the
primary flux is reduced by 3/4.

While the cosmic ray positron flux is measured for
energy larger than about 70 MeV@25#, the theoretical esti-
mate of the background has uncertainties. The secon
positron flux, which comes from the nuclear interaction
the primary cosmic rays in the interstellar space, is estima
in Ref. @26#. The result is fitted in Ref.@23# as

dFe1
(s)

dE
5

4.5e0.7

11650e2.311500e4.2
cm22 s21 sr21 GeV21.

~42!

The qualitative behavior of the positron fraction@e1/(e1

1e2)# in the cosmic ray, increasing of the positron flux
lower energy, is realized by assuming that the positron is
a secondary origin. However, the effect of the solar modu
tion from the solar wind and the magnetosphere to both
positron and electron fluxes is larger at lower energy. Es
cially, the introduction of the charge-dependent solar mo
lation makes the fit to the observation worse@23#. Therefore,
we derive a conservative constraint on the evaporation t
of the B ball by imposing a condition that the peak of th
primary flux from theB ball be smaller than ten times of th
secondary flux, Eq.~42!, and we obtain

FIG. 6. The primary and secondary positron flux spec
dFe1 /dE. The primary flux comes from the evaporation of theB
ball, assumingqv5300 MeV, q51/3, v5v0, as for the super-
gravity B ball, and an evaporation time (dQ/Qdt)2151018 yr. The
number density is fixed byQv0n050.3 GeV cm23. The line for
the secondary positron flux is given in Ref.@23#.
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S dQ

QdtD
21

*2q31019 yrS Qv0n0

0.3 GeV cm23D S qv

100 MeVD
21

,

~43!

for qv;100 MeV. From Fig. 5, this constraint means th
M58 should be larger than 1032 GeV for Q*1022, assuming
the B ball is the DM of the Universe andm3/25300 MeV.

Next, let us consider the distortion of the cosmic bac
ground radiation byp0 from the B ball evaporation. Al-
though the gamma, which comes fromp0→2g, is almost
monotonic at production time, the energy is reduced by
redshift. As a result, the energy spectrum of the gamma f
the B ball evaporation is

dng

dE
53n0

dQ

dt
t0E1/2~qv!23/2, ~44!

for E,qv, assuming (dQ/Qdt)21@t0. Here, we assume
that the B ball evaporates through the baryon-numb
violating dimension-5 operators and that thep0 has an en-
ergy 2qv. From this Eq.~44!, the flux of gamma rays fo
E,qv is

dFg

dE
57.9h23106 cm22 s21 sr21 GeV21

3S t0

~dQ/Qdt!21D S Qv0n0

rC
D

3S v0

0.1 GeVD
21S qv

0.1 GeVD
23/2S E

0.1 GeVD
1/2

.

~45!

Here,rC is the critical density of the Universe (rC51.1h2

31025 GeV cm23). In Fig. 7 we show the spectrum of th
gamma rays flux from theB ball evaporation (dFg /dE),
assuming qv5250 MeV, q51/4, and 1019 yr for the

FIG. 7. The spectrum of the gamma flux from theB ball evapo-
ration (dFg /dE), assumingqv5250 MeV, q51/4, v5v0, and
(dQ/Qdt)2151019 yr. The number density is fixed asQv0n0

5rC with h50.7. The result from EGRET is also shown.
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evaporation time (dQ/Qdt)21. Here we fixh50.7 andt0

51010 yr. Also, we takev05v as for the supergravityB
ball.

EGRET determines the extragalactic gamma ray ba
ground spectrum between 0.1 and;50 GeV @27# as

dFg

dE
5~7.3260.34!1026

3S E

0.451 GeVD
22.1060.03

cm22 s21 sr21 GeV21.

~46!

Here, imposing the condition that the peak of the gam
spectrum from theB ball be smaller than Eq.~46! leads us to
a constraint on the evaporation time of theB ball:

S dQ

QdtD
21

*5qh231020 yrS t0

1010 yr
D S Qv0n0

rC
D

3S qv

100 MeVD
0.1

, ~47!

for qv;100 MeV. This is one order of magnitude strong
than the constraint from the positron flux.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this article we discuss the stability of theB ball in the
GMSB model. TheB ball is predicted to exist in the GMSB
model, assuming AD baryogenesis. While the stability of
B ball comes from the baryon-number conservation,
baryon-number-violating interaction is required to make
baryonic AD condensation, which is a seed for theB ball.
TheB ball could therefore be unstable. We find that a larg
B ball evaporates faster, since the field value inside theB ball
enhances the evaporation rate.

The evaluation of the evaporation rate of theB ball suffers
from various difficulties, and we therefore restrict our calc
lation to a B ball of the mass-to-charge ratiov0
*100 MeV. We derive the constraints on theB ball charge
and the interactions, when theB ball is composed ofū2d̄1d̄2,
as an example. Neglecting the chiral suppression from
final state, the suppression factor of the baryon-numb
violating dimension-5 operatorM58 should be larger than
1027(Q/1020)1/2 GeV for m3/25300 MeV, so that the
evaporation time (dQ/Qdt)21 is longer than the age of th
Universe (t0.1010 yr). The final states of the evaporatio
may include the almost monochromatic positron orp0. If the
B ball is the DM of the Universe, the evaporation may give
contribution to the extragalactic gamma ray backgrou
spectrum and to the cosmic ray positron flux. From the c
rent data, we give constraints on the evaporation time fr
the primary positron flux and the gamma ray background,
v0;100 MeV, of (dQ/Qdt)21*1018 or 1019 yr, which are
stronger than the constraint from the age of the Universe

The instability of theB ball will have some impact on the
cosmology of the GMSB model. In this article, we do n
discuss detail of the AD baryogenesis. The existence of thB
1-10
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ball may be preferred, as far as the AD field with the bary
numbers condensates in the GMSB model. If theB ball has
an evaporation time shorter than the age of the Universe
evaporation may supply the entropy production and the
jection of a high-energy positron after the big-bang nucl
synthesis. Note that theB ball may explain the reionization
of the Universe, indicated by the Gunn-Peterson test@28#. It
is well known that the Universe is ionized atz;3, from the
absence of the strong Layman-alpha scattering light. W
this may be explained by the huge star formation at the ti
it may come from the late-time decay of an exotic relic p
ticle, and theB ball may work for it.
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